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Summary

Main Question
▶ How do mortgage cramdown affect household distress

⋆ Mortgage cramdown being a shock that reduces principal repayment.

Main Findings
▶ When cramdown is allowed, discharge leads to 3-year foreclosure rate reduce by 27pp
▶ When cramdown is restricted, the effect of discharge on foreclosure is significantly lower
▶ Benefits are higher in areas with low houseprice appreciation
▶ Benefits more pronounced for female filers

Mechanism
▶ Potential debt overhang consideration
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Empirical Strategy

The empirical strategy proceeds in 2 steps

Step 1: Estimate LATE of lenient judges

▶ 2 SLS using lenient judges as an IV for discharge

yi = αot + βDi + γ′Xi + ϵi

Di = αot + θLeniencyicjt + γ′Xi + ϵi

Step 2: Direct effect of mortgage cramdown

▶ Exploit pre-1993 variation in courts where cramdown was allowed

▶ Exploit the ruling of 1993 where cramdown was prevented by Supreme Court

yi = αot + βDi + ηDi × Cramdowni + δDi × Post + λDi × Cramdowni × Post + γ′Xi + ϵi
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Motivation

Record foreclosure rate during the Great Recession. Followed by policies to reduce default.

“biggest debate was whether to try to reduce overall mortgage loans or just monthly payments”

-Timothy F. Geitner 2014

There has been a dichotomy in the way default should be reduced:

▶ Many economists have argued that permanently forgiving mortgage principal was a missed
opportunity and one of the biggest policy mistakes of the Great Recession.

▶ Others have argued instead that if borrowers are liquidity constrained, focusing on short-term payment
reductions is more cost-effective
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Comment: Expost vs. Exante Effect

There is existing work on the effect of principal reduction on foreclosure.

Principal reduction should negatively affect foreclosure if short-term liquidity is not the only binding
constraint.

Some work shows that if the principal reduction is small then this might not have any impact on
foreclosure.

Given this premise, this paper indeed finds that cramdown which reduces the principal a significant
effect on foreclosure.

While it is an interesting impact to document, I think it would also be interesting to study the
effect of cramdown on the ex-ante changes in lending by banks.
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Comment: Expost vs. Exante Effect

Possibilities of cramdown could create additional uncertainty about the value of mortgage loan.

▶ This could potentially be reflected in higher interest rate.

It would be interesting to see if the removal of cramdown provision had an ex-ante effect on credit
supply.

The effect could be more pronounced for groups, particularly minorities potentially due to higher
volatility in information access.

To get a broad-based understanding of the welfare cost of cramdown it would be important to
compare the relative importance of foreclosure vis-a-vis ex-ante credit supply.

▶ This could lead to state-contingent policy implication
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Comment: Potential Selection

Criterion of granting loans could be different for periods with and without cramdown.

When cramdown is allowed there could be higher screeing and only better borrowers could end up
getting access to credit.

▶ Borrowers of better quality get mortgage credit

▶ Bankruptcy is an outcome of a “bad” exogenous event

▶ Reduction in principals leads to lowering of foreclosure

When cramdown is not allowed there could be relatively lower screening

▶ Borrowers of relatively lower quality get mortgage credit

▶ Bankruptcy is potentially the result of lower productivity

▶ Reduction in principals could lead to no impact on foreclosure

Is the effect driven by a selection of individuals who gets access to loans in the two regimes?
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Comment: Empirical Specification

The primary identification follows an IV strategy, thereby estimating LATE

▶ Causal effect on the compliers: bankruptcy cases in which the judge’s inherent lineancy taste is the
deciding factor

However, compliers might not be representative of typical cases.

▶ For example, a judge’s leniency taste is unlikely to alter the outcome of a case in which the law clearly
lays down the rule

▶ Instead, compliers are likely to be contentious cases in which multiple forms of interpretation by the
judge could be legally justified

Thus, the LATE might not generalize to cases other than compliers.

The authors could use the random assignment of judges to estimate a structural model following
Antill, 2022

▶ Would enable to move from LATE to ATE, which could be more policy-relevant
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Other Comments

The leniency variable is estimated every period in time

▶ Every period the ranking across judges could change.

▶ The experiment potentially relies on judges biased towards being lenient.

▶ Would be good to use long-term averages.

Identification uses office × me fixed effects
▶ more and less lenient judges could have opposite effects.

▶ Could lead to over-estimation of the intended effect.

Report F-statistics for the first stage results.

Could report the OLS result of discharge on foreclosure. Would be interesting to compare how the
IV estimates vis-a-vis the OLS estimates.

There seems to be a strong divergence across Republican and Democrat
▶ Could there be partisanship across judges in implementing the policy?
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Conclusion

Important research question to study the potential way foreclosure could be reduced.

Highlights that principal reduction can have a significant effect.

Mortgage cramdown could be a very relevant policy tool.

▶ Would be good to get an estimate of ATE.

However, mortgage cramdown may have some cost inflicted on potential lenders.

Would be very interesting if an attempt could be made to estimate the welfare cost
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